
 
 
.The 9 days.  
 
One decrease in happiness upon the onset of Hodesh Av          
(S”A 551:1)  
 

.Precautions.  
 
Surgery 
When possible, surgeries should be postponed until after        
tishA be’av (R. Ovadia Yosef: Halichot Olam vol.2, page         
134) 
 
Going to court 
When possible, court cases against goyim should be        
postponed until after tishA be’av  (S”A 551:1)  
 
Some say that one should postpone it until the 15th of Av            
(Ben Ish Hai 1: Devarim, 1)  
 
Trips  
Although some say that one should refrain from traveling         
during the nine days, according to the letter of the law,           
one may go on a trip during the 9 days. Especially in            
cases where one does so for health purposes, shalom         
bayit, kiruv, or the similar (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef          
- Four Fasts, page 244) 
 
Others prohibit any type of travel from Rosh Hodesh Av          
until the tenth (R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai        
- Moadim ULeyamim, 25:15)  
 
Swimming  
One may go swimming in an ocean or pool until the week            
that TishA Be’Av falls out on (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul:           
Or Letzion vol.3, 25:5)  
 
Others prohibit swimming during the nine days (R.        
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Moadim      
ULeyamim, 25:15)  
 

.Inappropriate Activities.  
 
Large gatherings  
One should refrain from having friendly get-togethers       
during the nine days (Ben Ish Hai: Ben Yehoyada,         
Sanhedrin 12.) (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four         
Fasts, page 235 notes) 
 

Birthday Parties 
A birthday party that falls out during the 9 days should be            
postponed until after tishA be'av unless it celebrated        
modestly in one’s house leshem shamayim (R. Yitzhak        
Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 236) 
 

.Rosh Hodesh Av.  
 
Shabbat clothing 
Those who are accustomed to wear Shabbat clothing on         
Rosh Hodesh may do so on Rosh Hodesh Av (R. Yitzhak           
Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 237) 
 
Rosh Hodesh meal  
Even on Rosh Hodesh Av there is a mitzvah to have a            
special Rosh Hodesh meal (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut        
Yosef - Four Fasts, page 237) 

 
.Building.  
  
Non-Essential Construction  
Construction that is done for pure profit should not be          
done during the 9 days. Nevertheless, one who        
contracted [kablanut] a goy to begin building from before         
the nine days may allow him to continue during the 9           
days. The contractor would even be allowed to build on          
the day of tishA be’av (MishnaH Berurah 551:1:12) (R.         
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:26)  
 
The same applies to construction that is solely done for          
aesthetics (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts,         
page 239) 
 
Planting  
One may not plant trees, flowers, or grass for aesthetic          
purposes. Maintaining them, however, is permitted (R.       
Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 240) 
 
Essential construction 
Construction that is done for the needs of one's family is           
permitted during the 9 days. This includes expanding        
one’s house (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four         
Fasts, page 167)  
 
Preventing Danger  
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Construction that is done in order to prevent danger [eg.          
a wall that it falling] is permitted during the nine days           
(S”A 551:2)  
 
Building a fence around one's roof  
One may build a maAke [fence] around a roof during the           
9 days, since it prevents dangers from happening (Ben         
Ish Hai 1: Devarim, 3)  
 
Construction of a Synagogue 
Construction for a synagogue is permitted during the 9         
days (Ben Ish Hai: Devarim 2)  
 
The same applies to a Talmud Torah (R. Ben Tzion Aba           
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241)  
 
Similarly, any construction that is done for a mitzvah is          
permitted (Rama:  551:2)  
 
Painting one’s house 
One should not plaster or paint shapes onto one’s house          
during the 9 days (S”A 551:2)  
 
If delaying would cause a financial loss, one may do so           
(R. David Yosef: Torat Moadim 5:19)  
 
If one needs to move into a house immediately after          
TishA be’av, then one may paint during the nine days (R.           
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:28)  
 
Wallpaper  
One may put up wallpaper during the 9 days, as one is            
only obligated to refrain from what Hazal forbade (R.         
David Yosef: Torat Moadim, page 146)  
 
Others argue and say that one may not put up wallpaper           
during the 9 days (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four           
Fasts, page 574 notes) 
 
Moving into one’s house 
One may move into a house during the nine days if           
needed (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts,         
page 169)  
 
Hanukat Ha’bayit 
One may make a Hanukat ha’bayit during the nine days          
by having ten men learn the tikun. Any other event          
associated with the purchase of a new house should be          
delayed until after tishA be’av (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon         
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 168 notes)  

Some say that one may even recite the beracha of          
sheheHeyanu on a new garment when the Hanukat        
HaBayit is being done in Israel (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon           
Ovadia - Berachot, page 392)  
 
 

.Purchasing.  
  
Purchasing new items  
Throughout the 9 days, one must refrain from purchasing         
items that cause one to have simHa  (S”A 551:2)  
 
Items that will be unavailable or on sale  
One may purchase an item whose price will rise after the           
9 days. The same applies to an item that will not be            
available after the nine days (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon         
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 167) (R. Ben Tzion Aba          
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241)  
 
Essential clothing  
One may purchase essential clothing during the nine        
days [eg. undershirts, socks, and stockings] (R. Ben        
Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241) (R.         
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:34)  
 
Essential Items  
One may purchase items that are essential [eg.        
Microwaves, dishwashers, air conditioners] until the eve       
of tishA be’av (R. Yehuda Kohen: Or Halacha - Moadim,          
page 788) 
 
The same applies to simple household products like        
silverware and cooking utensils (R. Yehuda Kohen: Or        
Halacha - Moadim, ibid.)  
 
Nevertheless, when possible, it is proper to have these         
items delivered after tishA be’av (R. Yitzhak Yosef:        
Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 239) 
 
Purchasing a car  
One should refrain from purchasing a new car unless         
there is a deal that would not be available after tishA           
be’av (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts,         
page 167)  
 
One may, however, purchase a used car during the nine          
days (R. Binyamin Huta: Ki Va Moed, page 54)  
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One may purchase a car if it is needed for business (R.            
Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 167)  
 
Sefarim  
Some say that one should refrain from purchasing        
sefarim unless they are currently needed for one’s limud.         
One may also purchase sefarim that may not be         
available after the 9 days, or if they may rise in price after             
the 9 days (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3,           
page 241).  
 
Others say that one may always buy sefarim, since it is           
an object used for a mitzvah (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon          
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 167)  
 
Purchasing items for others  
One may purchase items for others, as it is only is           
forbidden to purchase items for oneself. One may also         
send gifts to others besides on the actual day of tishA           
be’av (R. Yehuda Kohen: Or Halacha - Moadim, page         
788) 
 
Some say that one may not purchase items for others (R.           
Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241) 
 

.Business.  
 
Conducting business  
The minhag is to conduct one's business as usual         
throughout the nine days (Bet Yosef: 551:10:1) (R.        
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:32)  
 
One should nevertheless try to limit business that is not          
needed unless there would be a loss of income (R. Ben           
Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241) (R.         
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:33)  
 
Others say that one may conduct business as usual (Ben          
Ish Hai: Devarim 2)  
 
Painting houses 
One whose occupation is to plaster or paint shapes onto          
houses may continue during the 9 days (R. Ben Tzion          
Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241 notes) 
 
Others say that one should refrain (R. Yaakov Hayim         
Sofer: Kaf HaHayim 551:2:28)  
 

Gardening 
One who is a gardener may continue working during the          
9 days (R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts,          
page 240) 

 
.Eating Meat.  
 
Refraining from eating meat  
The custom is to refrain from eating meat during the nine           
days (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page          
242)  
 
The custom is to refrain from eating meat on the tenth of            
Av (R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai -       
Lemoadim Uleyamim 25:36) (R. Yitzhak Ben Walid:       
Likute Vayomer Yitzhak, TishA Bev 2)  
 
Poultry [or other Bird Meat]  
One should refrain from eating poultry during the nine         
days, as it is considered to be “meat” (S”A 551:10)  
 
Some, nevertheless, have the minhag to consume       
poultry during the nine days (R. Rafael Aharon Ben         
Shimon: Nehar Mitzrayim, page 36)  
 
Imitation Meat  
Imitation meat may be eaten during the nine days (R.          
Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim      
Uleyamim 25:37) 
 
Rosh Hodesh Av 
The common custom is to allow the consumption of meat          
on Rosh Hodesh Av (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf         
HaHayim 551:9:125) (R. Rafael Baruch Toledano: Kitzur       
Shulchan Aruch, page 247)  
 
Although some communities refrain on Rosh Hodesh (R.        
Yitzhak Ben Walid: Likute Vayomer Yitzhak, TishA BeAv        
2)  
 
Shabbat  
One may eat meat on Shabbat and even taste meat          
dishes that are being prepared for Shabbat on Erev         
Shabbat (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page          
246) (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page          
177)  
 
Leftovers from Shabbat  
It is permitted to eat leftover meat dishes from Shabbat          
during melava malka. However, one who purposely       
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makes extra meat on Erev Shabbat may not eat it on           
motzaei Shabbat (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim        
551:10:144)  
 
Some say that one who does not usually eat meat on           
melava malka should refrain from eating leftovers during        
melava malka (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four         
Fasts, page 175)  
 
One who does not usually eat meat during melava malka          
may give the leftovers to a child under bar mitzvah or           
save it until after tishA be’av. If that is not possible, then            
one who has enough meat to eat for a meal, may be            
lenient and eat the leftovers. The same would apply to          
leftovers from a seudat mitzvah (R. Ben Tzion Aba         
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 244 -246) 
 
Others allow one to eat leftovers from Rosh Hodesh or          
Shabbat throughout the entire nine days (R. Yedidyah        
Monsonego: Davar Emet 3)  
 
Seuda Mitzvah 
Participants of a seuda mitzvah that falls out between         
Rosh Hodesh and shavua she’Hal bo, [eg. a berit milah          
or pidyon haben] may eat meat during the accompanying         
seuda (Rama: 551:10)  
 
This, however, only applies to participants who would        
have come to the seuda mitzvah even if it theoretically          
would have not taken place during the 9 days, as only           
people who come due to closeness or friendliness may         
eat meat (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim        
551:10:163) 
 
This also only applies to food being eaten at the actual           
location of the seuda (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or          
Letzion vol.3, page 243) 
 
When a seuda mitzvah falls out during shavua she’Hal         
bo, then only the parents, close family members [those         
who are pasul to testify on their behalf], and ten other           
participants may eat meat during the seuda (R. Ben         
Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 243) 
 
After Hatzot on Erev TishA b’av, one may no longer          
consume meant or wine (R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar        
Mordechai - Lemoadim Uleyamim 25:39) 
 
Some have the custom to refrain from eating meat during          
a seudat mitzvah and only eat fish or other similar foods           
(R. Hayim Palagi: Moed Lechol Hai 10:20l 

Siyum Masechet  
Participants of a siyum masechet may eat meat during         
the seuda. This, however, only applies to participants        
who attend due to a closeness or friendliness to the          
mesayem (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts,         
page 198)  
 
Some say that the siyum should not specifically be         
planned to happen during the nine days (R. Ben Tzion          
Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 244)  
 
While others say that one may intentionally delay or         
speed up one's learning in order for the siyum to fall out            
on the nine days. Nevertheless, one should not complete         
the masechet and leave over a small portion in order to           
complete it during the week of tishA be'av (R. Yitzhak          
Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 263) 
 
Some say that if there are already ten people who either           
learned the mesechta or supported the learning, then        
others should not be brought to participate in the seuda           
(R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 244) 
 
Siyum Mishnayot 
One who makes a siyum on a tractate of mishnayot may           
eat meat during the seuda. This, however, only applies to          
one who learned the masechta with the explanations of         
R. Avraham Bertinoro (R. Ovadia Yosef: Yabia Omer        
vol.1, 26:9) 
 
Only the person or people who have actually learned the          
mishnayot may eat meat. Others who did not learn the          
mishnayot may not eat meat (R. Ovadia Yosef: YeHave         
Daat vol.1, 40)  
 
Berit YitzHak  
A berit yitzHak is not considered to be a seudah mitzvah           
(R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim       
Uleyamim 25:40) 
 
Praying Arvit early  
One who has prayed Arvit early on motzaei Rosh         
Hodesh may no longer consume meat (R. Yaakov Hayim         
Sofer: Kaf HaHayim 551:9:122)  
 
Children  
One may give meat to children up until a year before           
their bar mitzvah (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four          
Fasts, page 190)  
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Others say that children may eat meat until they are          
actually the age of bar mitzvah (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul:           
Or Letzion vol.3, page 245) 
 
New mothers  
A mother who has given birth within 30 days may eat           
meat throughout the entire nine days (R. Ben Tzion Aba           
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 245) 
 
Pregnant and nursing mothers  
Pregnant women and nursing mothers (from 30 days and         
onwards) should refrain from eating meat unless they        
feel weak and need it (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or            
Letzion vol.3, page 245) 
 
If refraining from eating meat would affect a nursing         
mothers milk, then she can eat meat during the nine days           
(R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 193)  
 
Sick or Weak  
A sick or weak person is permitted to eat meat during the            
nine days (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3,          
page 245) 
 
Even one who was previously sick and still feels weak          
from the previous sickness may eat meat during the nine          
days (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page          
193)  
 
One should nevertheless try to only eat poultry if it would           
be adequate (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3,          
page 245) (R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai -        
Lemoadim Uleyamim 25:38) 
 
If possible, one should refrain from the 7th and onwards          
(R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim       
Uleyamim 25:38)  
 
Torah Scholars  
Some say that Torah scholars should refrain from eating         
meat during the entire three weeks [besides for        
Shabbatot] (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim       
551:9:130)  
 
Others say that Torah scholars should not be stringent,         
as it affects their learning (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon         
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 172)  
 
One who does not eat Dairy 

One who can not be restricted to a dairy diet may eat            
poultry throughout the 9 days (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon         
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 174 notes)  
 
Chicken Soup Powder  
Soup powder made from chicken [or other bird meat] is          
permitted during the 9 days (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon         
Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 174 notes)  
 
Accidently reciting the Beracha on Meat  
One who accidentally recited a beracha on a piece of          
meat should taste a small amount of it in order to save            
one from making a beracha levatalah (R. Ovadia Yosef:         
Yabia Omer vol.2 Y:D 5)  
 
Dishes Cooked with Meat  
According to the letter of the law, one may eat food from            
a dish that was cooked with meat (S"A 551:10)  
Nevertheless, the minhag is to refrain from eating these         
dishes (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim       
551:10:142) (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four        
Fasts, page 172)  
 
Dishes used to cook meat  
One may cook in dishes that were used to cook meat           
within 24 hours (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim         
551:10:142) 

 
.Wine.  
 
Refraining from Drinking Wine 
Some have the minhag to refrain from drinking wine         
throughout the 9 days (S”A 551:9) (R. Baruch Toledano:          
Kitzur Shulchan Aruch, page 247)  
 
While others do not (R. Hayim Hezkiah Medini: Sede         
Hemed - Ben Hametzarim 1:2) (R. Hayim Benveniste:        
Shiyure Keneset Hagedola - Hagaot Bet Yosef - 26)  
 
Many refrain on the 10th a well (R. Mordechai Eliyahu:          
Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim Uleyamim 25:36) 
 
Grape Juice  
Those who refrain from drinking wine during the 9 days          
should refrain from drinking grape juice or other foods         
that contain enough grape juice that gives off a grape          
flavor (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page          
247) (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page          
176)  
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Wine Vinegar  
Those who refrain from drinking wine during the 9 days          
may consume wine vinegar  (S”A 551:9) 
 
Alcohol 
Even those who refrain from drinking wine throughout the         
9 days may drink alcoholic beverages that do not contain          
wine [eg. arak, beer, whiskey] (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul:          
Or Letzion vol.3, page 247). 
 
One should refrain from cognac (R. Ben Tzion Aba         
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 247). 
 
Nevertheless, one should not make gatherings and       
get-togethers were alcoholic will be served (R. Yitzhak        
Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 235). 
 
Havdalah and Birkat Hamazon 
Even those who refrain from drinking wine throughout the         
9 days may drink wine for Havdalah or for Birkat          
Hamazon (S"A 551:10) 
 
Some say that it is proper to refrain from saying Birkat           
Hamazon on wine during the 9 days (R. Ben Tzion Aba           
Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 247) (R. Mordechai        
Eliyahu: Maamar Mordechai - Lemoadim Uleyamim      
25:46) 
 

.Haircuts.  
 
Refraining from haircuts  
Some have the minhag to refrain from getting a haircut          
from Rosh Hodesh Av and onwards (R. Ovadia Yosef:         
Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts, page 218) (See R. Yosef          
Messas: Mayim Hayim vol.2 O"H 135)  
 
Some even have the minhag to refrain for the entire three           
weeks (R. Shalom Messas: Shemesh U’magen vol 3)        
(Custom of the Arizal - R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar         
Mordechai - Lemoadim ULeyamim, 25:22) 
 
While others only refrain during the week of TishA be’av          
(S”A 551:12) (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four         
Fasts, page 218) 
 
Body Hairs 
This applies to the hair on one’s head and to any other            
hair on one’s body (S”A 551:12) 
 

Any beard hair that gets in the way while one eats may            
be removed (S”A 551:13)  
 
Students in an Ashkenazi Yeshiva  
Sephardic students who are learning at Ashkenazi       
Yeshivot may shave up until the week of TishA be’av.          
Nevertheless, those who refrain are deserving of a        
beracha (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four Fasts,         
page 159) (S”A 551:12) (R. Mordechai Eliyahu: Maamar        
Mordechai - Lemoadim ULeyamim, 25:22) 
 
Haircuts for women  
Women may cut their hair during the week of TishA be’av           
(R. Yitzhak Yosef: Yalkut Yosef - Four Fasts, page 292).  
 
Others say that women should be stringent (R. Yaakov         
Hayim Sofer: Kaf HaHayim 551:3, 47)  
 
Nevertheless, a woman who has no real need should         
refrain from cutting hair (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or          
Letzion vol.3, page 250) 
 
Brushing ones hair  
Both women and men may comb their hair during the          
week of TishA be’av (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia -          
Four Fasts, page 217). 
 
Some say that a man should refrain from combing his          
hair (Ben Ish Hai: Devarim 14)  
 

.Sewing.  
 
Sewing new clothing  
It is forbidden to sew new clothing during the nine days.           
The same applies to new shoes (S”A 551:7)  
 
This only applies to one who begins sewing the garment          
during the nine days. However, one who began to sew          
the garments before the 9 days may complete it during          
the nine days (R. Ben Tzion Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3,           
page 241 notes) 
 
Embroidery  
Women should refrain from knitting and embroidery       
during the nine days (R. Yaakov Hayim Sofer: Kaf         
HaHayim 551:8:115)  
 
Nevertheless, a woman may sew in order to alleviate         
depression (R. Ovadia Yosef: Hazon Ovadia - Four        
Fasts, page 209)  
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Patches and Buttons  
One may sew patches onto a garment that ripped. One          
may also sew buttons that have fallen off (R. Ben Tzion           
Aba Shaul: Or Letzion vol.3, page 241) 
 
Sewing for a living  
A tailor who was given clothing from before Rosh Hodesh          
may continue to work on it until the week of tishA be’av.  
However, one who does not have what to eat may even           
sew during the week of tishA be’av (Ben Ish Hai:          
Devarim 9)  
 
A tailor may sew clothing for a goy, even if was given to             
the tailor after Rosh Hodesh. However, it must be known          
that the clothing belongs to a goy (R. Yaakov Hayim           
Sofer: Kaf HaHayim 551:7:110)  
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